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Abstract
We present DevFS, a direct-access file system embedded completely within a storage device. DevFS provides
direct, concurrent access without compromising file system integrity, crash consistency, and security. A novel
reverse-caching mechanism enables the usage of host
memory for inactive objects, thus reducing memory load
upon the device. Evaluation of an emulated DevFS prototype shows more than 2x higher I/O throughput with
direct access and up to a 5x reduction in device RAM
utilization.

1

Introduction

The world of storage, after decades of focus on harddrive technologies, is finally opening up towards a new
era of fast solid-state storage devices. Flash-based SSDs
have become standard technology, forming a new performance tier in the modern datacenter [7, 32]. New, faster
flash memory technologies such as NVMe [20] and storage class memory (SCM) such as Intel’s 3D X-point [1]
promise to revolutionize how we access and store persistent data [10, 13, 50, 53]. State-of-the-art flash memory
technologies have reduced storage-access latency to tens
of microseconds compared to milliseconds in the harddrive era [34, 52, 58].
To fully realize the potential of these storage devices,
a careful reconsideration of the software storage stack
is required. The traditional storage stack requires applications to trap into the OS and interact with multiple
software layers such as the in-memory buffer cache, file
system, and device drivers. While spending millions of
cycles is not a significant problem for slow storage devices such as hard drives [3,13,58], for modern ultra-fast
storage, software interactions substantially amplify access latencies, thus preventing applications from exploiting hardware benefits [3, 9, 34, 50]. Even the simple act
of trapping into and returning from the OS is too costly
for modern storage hardware [14, 49, 58].
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To reduce OS-level overheads and provide direct storage access for applications, prior work such as Arrakis [34], Moneta-D [8], Strata [26], and others [20, 49,
50] split the file system into user-level and kernel-level
components. The user-level component handles all dataplane operations (thus bypassing the OS), and the trusted
kernel is used only for control-plane operations such as
permission checking. However, prior approaches fail to
deliver several important file-system properties. First,
using untrusted user-level libraries to maintain file system metadata shared across multiple applications can seriously compromise file-system integrity and crash consistency. Second, unlike user-level networking [51], in
file systems, data-plane operations (e.g., read or write to
a file) are closely intertwined with control-plane operations (e.g., block allocation); bypassing the OS during
data-plane operations can compromise the security guarantees of a file system. Third, most of these approaches
require OS support when sharing data across applications
even for data-plane operations.
To address these limitations, and realize a true userlevel direct-access file system, we propose DevFS, a
device-level file system inside the storage hardware.
The DevFS design uses the compute capability and
device-level RAM to provide applications with a highperformance direct-access file system that does not compromise integrity, concurrency, crash consistency, or security. With DevFS, applications use a traditional POSIX
interface without trapping into the OS for control-plane
and data-plane operations. In addition to providing direct storage access, a file system inside the storage hardware provides direct visibility to hardware features such
as device-level capacitance and support for processing
data from multiple I/O queues. With capacitance, DevFS
can safely commit data even after a system crash and also
reduce file system overhead for supporting crash consistency. With knowledge of multiple I/O queues, DevFS
can increase file system concurrency by providing each
file with its own I/O queue and journal.
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A file system inside device hardware also introduces
new challenges. First, even modern SSDs have limited
RAM capacity due to cost ($/GB) and power constraints.
In DevFS, we address this dilemma by introducing reverse caching, an approach that aggressively moves inactive file system data structures off the device to the
host memory. Second, a file system inside a device is
a separate runtime and lacks visibility to OS state (such
as process credentials) required for secured file access.
To overcome this limitation, we extend the OS to coordinate with DevFS: the OS performs down-calls and
shares process-level credentials without impacting direct
storage access for applications.
To the best of our knowledge, DevFS is the first design
to explore the benefits and implications of a file system
inside the device to provide direct user-level access to applications. Due to a lack of real hardware, we implement
and emulate DevFS at the device-driver level. Evaluation of benchmarks on the emulated DevFS prototype
with direct storage access shows more than 2x higher
write and 1.6x higher read throughput as compared to a
kernel-level file system. DevFS memory-reduction techniques reduce file system memory usage by up to 5x.
Evaluation of a real-world application, Snappy compression [11], shows 22% higher throughput.
In Section 2, we first categorize file systems, and then
discuss the limitations of state-of-the-art user-level file
systems. In Section 3, we make a case for a device-level
file system. In Section 4, we detail the DevFS design and
implementation, followed by experimental evaluations in
Section 5. In Section 6, we describe the related literature,
and finally present our conclusions in Section 7.

large pool of I/O queues to which software can concurrently submit requests for higher parallelism.
With advancements in SSD hardware performance,
bottlenecks have shifted to software. To reduce software
overheads on the data path and exploit device-level parallelism, new standards such as NVMe [54] have been
adopted. NVMe allows software to bypass device driver
software and directly program device registers with simple commands for reading and writing the device [18].
Storage class memory technologies.
Storage class
memory (SCM), such as Intel’s 3D Xpoint [1] and HP’s
memristors, are an emerging class of nonvolatile memory (NVM) that provide byte-addressable persistence
and provide access via the memory controller. SCMs
have properties that resemble DRAM more than a block
device. SCMs can provide 2-4x higher capacity than
DRAMs, with variable read (100-200ns) and write latency (400-800ns) latency. SCM bandwidth ranges from
8 GB/s to 20 GB/s, which is significantly faster than
state-of-the-art SSDs. Importantly, read (loads) and
writes (stores) to SCMs happen via the processor cache
which plays a vital role in application performance.
Several software solutions that include kernel-level
file systems [10, 13, 55, 56], user-level file systems [49],
and object storage [17, 50] libraries have been proposed for SCM. Kernel-level file systems retain the
POSIX-based block interface and focus on thinning the
OS stack by replacing page cache and block layers with
simple byte-level load and store operations. Alternative approaches completely bypass the kernel by using an object-based or POSIX-compatible interface over
memory-mapped files [49].

2

2.2

Motivation

Advancements in storage hardware performance have
motivated the need to bypass the OS stack and provide
applications with direct access to storage. We first discuss hardware and software trends, followed by a brief
history of user-level file systems and their limitations.

2.1

H/W and S/W for User-Level Access

Prior work has explored user-level access for PCI-based
solid state drives (SSD) and nonvolatile memory technologies.
Solid-state drives. Solid-state drives (SSD) have become the de facto storage device for consumer electronics as well as enterprise computing. As SSDs
have evolved, their bandwidth has significantly increased
along with a reduction in access latencies [6, 57]. To
address system-to-device interface bottlenecks, modern
SSDs have switched to a PCIe-based interface that can
support up to 8-16 GB/s maximum throughput and 20-50
µs access latencies. Further, these modern devices use a
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File System Architectures

We broadly categorize file systems into three types: (1)
kernel-level file systems, (2) hybrid user-level file systems, and (3) true user-level direct-access file systems.
Figure 1 shows these categories, and how control-plane
and data-plane operations are managed by each. The
figure additionally shows a hybrid user-level file system
with a trusted server and a Fuse-based file system.
Kernel-level traditional file systems. Kernel-level file
systems act as a central entity managing data and metadata operations as well as control-plane operations [13,
28, 56]. As shown in Figure 1, kernel-level file systems preserve the integrity of metadata and provide crash
consistency. Applications using kernel-level file systems
trap into the OS for both data-plane and control-plane
plane operations.
Hybrid user-level file systems. To allow applications
to access storage hardware directly without trapping into
the kernel, a class of research file systems [8,26,34] split
the file system across user and kernel space. In this paper, we refer to these as hybrid user-level file systems. As
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Figure 1: File system categories. (a) shows a kernel-level file system, which manages control-plane and data-plane operations.
(b) shows a hybrid user-level file system in which a user library manages data-plane operations. (c) shows a hybrid user-level file
system with a trusted server. The server partially manages control-plane operations. (d) shows a Fuse-based file system. (e) shows
a true user-level direct-access file system inside the device. The device file system fully manages the control-plane and data-plane.

shown in Figure 1.b, the user-level file system manages
all data and metadata updates without trapping into the
kernel for common-case read and writes. The kernel file
system is used only for control-plane operations such as
permission checks, security, and data sharing across applications.
More specifically, Arrakis [34] is a hybrid user-level
file system that proposes a generic user-level I/O framework for both network and storage. Arrakis aims to
realize the ideas of U-Net [51] for modern hardware
by virtualizing storage for each application and managing all data-plane operations at user-level, but does trap
into the OS for control-plane operations. Strata [26], a
hybrid user-level file system designed to combine ultrafast NVM with high-capacity SSD and hard disk, uses
NVM as a memory-mapped user-space log and writes
application’s data-plane operations to a log. A background thread uses a kernel-level file system to digest
the logs to SSD or hard disk. For sharing files across
processes, Strata traps into the kernel-level file system,
which coordinates concurrent data and metadata updates.
Moneta-D [8] is a hybrid user-level file system that
customizes SSDs to provide direct-access for data-plane
operations. Moneta-D virtualizes an I/O interface (I/O
channel) instead of storage to provide isolation and concurrency. Metadata operations are split between userlevel and kernel-level. Operations such as file creation
and size extension happen inside the kernel. MonetaD enforces permission checks for data-plane operations
with a user-level driver that reads a file’s permission and
stores them in hardware registers; during an I/O operation, the driver compares the hardware register values
with process credentials.
Finally, TxDev [37] proposes a transactional flash system in which each process encapsulates its updates into
a transaction request, and the flash device serializes and
atomically commits the transactions. While TxDev can
reduce the overheads of transactions in either user-level
or kernel-level file systems, the resulting system has the
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same structural advantages and disadvantages of other
hybrid user-level file systems.
Hybrid file systems with trusted server. Another class
of hybrid file systems, such as Aerie [49], aims to reduce
kernel overheads for control-plane operations by using a
trusted user-level third-party server similar to a microkernel design [30] (see Figure 1.c). The trusted server runs
in a separate address space and facilitates control-plane
operations such as permission checking and data sharing;
the server also interacts with the OS for other privileged
operations.
Fuse-based user-level file systems. Another class of
user-level file systems widely known as Fuse [38, 47],
are mainly used for customizing and extending the inkernel file system. As shown in Figure 1.d, in Fuse, the
file system is split across a kernel driver and a user-level
daemon. All I/O operations trap into the kernel, and the
kernel driver simply queues I/O requests for the custom
user-level file system daemon to process requests and return control to the application via the driver; as a result,
Fuse file systems add an extra kernel trap for all I/O operations. Because we focus on direct-access storage solutions, we do not study Fuse in rest of this paper.
True direct-access user-level file system. In this paper, we propose DevFS, a true user-level direct-access
file system as shown in Figure 1.e. DevFS pushes the file
system into the device, thus allowing user-level libraries
and applications to access storage without trapping into
the OS for both control-plane and data-plane operations.

2.3

Challenges

Current state-of-the-art hybrid user-level file systems fail
to satisfy three important properties – integrity, crash
consistency, and permission enforcement – without trading away direct storage access. We discuss the challenges in satisfying these properties while providing direct access next.
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2.3.1 File System Integrity
Maintaining file system integrity is critical for correct behavior of a file system. In traditional file systems, only
the trusted kernel manages and updates both in-memory
and persistent metadata. However, satisfying file system
integrity is hard with a hybrid user-level file system for
the following reasons.
Single process. In hybrid user-level file systems such as
Arrakis and Moneta-D, each application uses an instance
of a file system library that manages both data and metadata. Consider an example of appending a block to a file:
the library must allocate a free block, update the bitmap,
and update the inode inside a transaction. A buggy or
malicious application sharing the address space with the
file system library can easily bypass or violate the transaction and incorrectly update the metadata; as a result,
the integrity of the file system is compromised. An alternative approach is to use a trusted user-level server as
in Aerie [49]. However, because applications and the
user-level server run in different address spaces, applications must context-switch even for data-plane operations,
thus reducing the benefits of direct storage access [58].
The metadata integrity problem cannot be solved by using TxDev (a transactional flash) in a hybrid user-level
file system because TxDev cannot verify the contents of
transactions composed by an untrusted user-level library.
Concurrent access and sharing. Maintaining integrity
with hybrid user-level file systems is more challenging
when applications concurrently access the file system or
share data. Updates to in-memory and on-disk metadata
must be serialized and ordered across all library instances
with some form of shared user-level locking and transactions across libraries. However, a malicious or buggy application can easily bypass the lock or the transaction to
update metadata or data, which can lead to an incorrect
file system state [25]. Prior systems such as Arrakis [34]
and Strata [26] sidestep this problem by trapping into
the OS for concurrent file-system access (common-case)
and concurrent file access (rare). In contrast, approaches
such as Aerie suffer from the context-switch problem.
2.3.2 Crash Consistency
A system can crash or lose power before all in-memory
metadata is persisted to storage, resulting in arbitrary file
system state such as a persisted inode without its pointedto data [4, 35, 36]. To provide crash consistency, kernel
file systems carefully orchestrate the order of metadata
and data updates. For example, in an update transaction,
data blocks are first flushed to a journal, followed by the
metadata blocks, and finally, a transaction commit record
is written to the journal; at some point, the log updates
are checkpointed to the original data and metadata locations to free space in the log.
For user-level file systems, every application’s un-
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trusted library instance must provide crash consistency,
which is challenging for the following reasons. First,
if even a single library or application violates the ordering protocol, the file system cannot recover to a consistent state after a crash. Second, with concurrent file system access, transactions across libraries must be ordered;
as discussed earlier, serializing updates with user-level
locking is ineffective and can easily violate crash consistency guarantees. While a trusted third-party server
can enforce ordering, applications suffer from context
switches and thus do not achieve the goal of direct access.
2.3.3 Permission Enforcement
Enforcing permission checks for both the control-plane
and data-plane is critical for file system security. In a
kernel-level file system, when a process requests an I/O
operation, the file system uses OS-level process credentials and compares it with the corresponding file (inode)
permission. Hybrid user-level file systems [34] use the
trusted OS for permission checks only for control-plane
operation, and bypass the checks for common-case dataplane operations. Avoiding permission checks for dataplane operations violates security guarantees, specifically when multiple applications share a file system.

3

The Case For DevFS

In the pursuit of providing direct storage access to userlevel applications, prior hybrid approaches fail to satisfy
one or more fundamental properties of a file system. To
address the limitations, and design a true direct-access
file system, we propose DevFS, a design that moves the
file system inside the device. Applications can directly
access DevFS using a standard POSIX interface. DevFS
satisfies file system integrity, concurrency, crash consistency, and security guarantees of a kernel-level file system. DevFS also supports a traditional file-system hierarchy such as files and directories, and their related functionality instead of primitive read and write operations.
DevFS maintains file system integrity and crash consistency because it is trusted code that acts as a central entity. With minimal support and coordination with the OS,
DevFS also enforces permission checks for commoncase data-plane operations without requiring applications
to trap into the kernel.

3.1

DevFS Advantages And Limitations

Moving a file system inside the device provides numerous benefits but also introduces new limitations.
Benefits.
An OS-level file system generally views
storage as a black box and lacks direct control over
many hardware components, such as device memory,
I/O queues, power-loss-protection capacitors, and the file
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translation layer (FTL). This lack of control results in a
number of limitations.
First, even though storage controllers often contain
multiple CPUs that can concurrently process requests
from multiple I/O queues [20], a host-based user-level
or kernel-level file system cannot control how the device
CPUs are utilized, the order in which they process request from queues, or the mapping of queues to elements
such as files. However, a device-level file system can
redesign file system data structures to exploit hardwarelevel concurrency for higher performance.
Second, some current devices contain capacitors that
can hold power until the device CPUs safely flush all
device-memory state to persistent storage in case of an
untimely crash [22, 44]. Since software file systems cannot directly use these capacitors, they always use highoverhead journaling or copy-on-write crash consistency
techniques. In contrast, a device-level file system can
ensure key data structures are flushed if a failure occurs.
Finally, in SSDs and storage class memory technologies, the FTL [21] performs block allocation, logical-tophysical block translation, garbage collection, and wearleveling, but a software file system must duplicate many
of these tasks since it lacks visibility of the FTL. We believe that DevFS provides an opportunity to integrate file
system and FTL functionality, but we do not yet explore
this idea, leaving it to future work.
Limitations.
Moving the file system into the storage device introduces both hardware and software limitations. First, device-level RAM is limited by cost
and power consumption; currently device RAM is used
mainly by the FTL [16] and thus the amount is proportional to the size of the logical-to-physical block mapping table (e.g., a 512 GB SSD requires a 2 GB RAM). A
device-level file system will substantially increase memory footprint and therefore must strive to reduce its memory usage. Second, the number of CPUs inside a storage
device can be limited and slower compared to host CPUs.
While the lower CPU count impacts I/O parallelism and
throughput, the slower CPUs reduce instructions per cycle (IPC) and thus increase I/O latency. Finally, implementing OS utilities and features, such as deduplication,
incremental backup, and virus scans, can be challenging. We discuss these limitations and possible solutions
in more detail in § 4.7.
Regarding software limitations, a device-level file system runs in a separate environment from the OS and
hence cannot rely on the OS for certain functionality or
information. In particular, a device-level file system must
manage its own memory and must provide a mechanism
to access process credentials from the OS.
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3.2

Design Principles

To exploit the benefits and address the limitations of
a device-level file system, we formulate the following
DevFS design principles.
Principle 1: Disentangle file system data structures to
embrace hardware-level parallelism. To utilize the
hardware-level concurrency of multiple CPU controllers
and thousands of I/O queues from which a device can
process I/O requests, DevFS maps each fundamental data
unit (i.e., a file) to an independent hardware resource.
Each file has its own I/O queue and in-memory journal
which enables concurrent I/O across different files.
Principle 2: Guarantee file system integrity without
compromising direct user-level access. To maintain
integrity, the DevFS inside the device acts as a trusted
central entity and updates file system metadata. To further maintain integrity when multiple process share data,
DevFS shares per-file structures across applications and
serializes updates to these structures.
Principle 3: Simplify crash consistency with storage
hardware capacitance. Traditional OS-level file systems rely on expensive journaling or log-structured (i.e.,
copy-on-write) mechanisms to provide crash consistency. While journaling suffers from “double write” [35]
costs, log-structured file systems suffer from high
garbage-collection overheads [5]. In contrast, DevFS exploits the power-loss-protection capacitors in the hardware to safely update data and metadata in-place without compromising crash consistency. DevFS thus avoids
these update-related overheads.
Principle 4: Reduce the device memory footprint of
the file system.
Unlike a kernel-level file system,
DevFS cannot use copious amounts of RAM for its data
and metadata structures. To reduce memory usage, in
DevFS, only in-memory data structures (inodes, dentries,
per-file structures) of active files are kept in device memory, spilling inactive data structures to host memory.
Principle 5: Enable minimal OS-level state sharing
with DevFS. DevFS is a separate runtime and implements its own memory management. Concerning state
sharing, because DevFS does not have information about
processes, we extend the OS to share process credentials
with DevFS. The credentials are used by DevFS for permission checks across control-plane and data-plane operations without forcing applications to trap into the kernel.

4

Design

DevFS provides direct user-level access to storage without trapping into the OS for most of its control-plane and
data-plane operations. DevFS does not compromise basic file system abstractions (such as files, directories) and
properties such as integrity, concurrency, consistency,
and security guarantees. We discuss how DevFS realizes
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Figure 2: DevFS high-level design. The file system data
structure is partitioned into global and per-file structures. The
per-file structures are created during file setup. DevFS metadata structures are similar to other kernel-level file system.
the design principles discussed earlier.

4.1

Disentangling File System Structures

To exploit hardware-level concurrency, DevFS provides
each file with a separate I/O queue and journal. DevFS
is compatible with traditional POSIX I/O interface.
Global and per-file structures. In DevFS, the file system data structures are divided into global and per-file
structures as shown in Figure 2. The global data structures manage state of an entire file system, including
metadata such as the superblock, inodes, and bitmaps.
The per-file structures enable concurrency: given that
modern controllers contain up to four CPUs [41], and
this amount is expected to increase [19], DevFS attempts to utilize multiple CPUs. In contrast to prior approaches such as Moneta-D that provide each application
with its own I/O channel, DevFS provides a per-file I/O
queue and journal. DevFS also maintains an in-memory
filemap structure for each file. The filemap structure is
created during file creation (or during file open if it is not
available in device memory) and is maintained in a redblack tree as shown in the figure. Processes sharing a
file also share a filemap structure which serializes access
across the per-file I/O queue and the journal.
Most data structures of DevFS are similar to a kernellevel file system. Hence, we reuse and extend in-memory
and on-disk data structures from the state-of-the-art persistent memory file system (PMFS) [13]. We use PMFS
because it provides direct-access to storage bypassing
the file system page cache. Specifically, the DevFS superblock contains global information of a file system,
each inode contains per-file metadata and a reference to
per-file memory and disk journal, and finally, directory
entries (dentries) are maintained in a radix-tree indexed
by hash values of file path names.
File system interface. Unlike prior approaches that
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expose the storage device as a block device for direct
access [34], DevFS supports the POSIX I/O interface
and abstractions such as files, directories, etc. Similar to
modern NVMe-based devices with direct-access capability, DevFS uses command-based programming. To support POSIX compatibility for applications, a user-level
library intercepts I/O calls from applications and converts the I/O calls to DevFS commands. On receipt, the
DevFS controller (device CPU) uses the request’s file descriptor to move the request to a per-file I/O queue for
processing and writing to storage.

4.2

Providing File System Integrity

To maintain integrity, file system metadata is always updated by the trusted DevFS. In contrast to hybrid userlevel file systems that allow untrusted user-level libraries
to update metadata [34], in DevFS, there is no concern
about the legitimacy of metadata content (beyond that
caused by bugs in the file system).
When a command is added to a per-file I/O queue,
DevFS creates a corresponding metadata log record (e.g.,
for a file append command, the bitmap and inode block),
and adds the log record to a per-file in-memory journal
using a transaction. When DevFS commits updates from
an in-memory I/O queue to storage, it first writes the data
followed by the metadata. Updates to global data structures (such as bitmaps) are serialized using locks.
DevFS supports file sharing across processes without
trapping into the kernel. Because each file has separate
in-memory structures (i.e., an I/O queue and journal),
one approach would be to use separate per-file structures
for each instance of an open file and synchronize updates across structures; however, synchronization costs
and device-memory usage would increase linearly with
the number of processes sharing a file. Hence, DevFS
shares in-memory structures across processes and serializes updates using a per-file filemap lock; to order
updates, DevFS tags each command with a time-stamp
counter (TSC). Applications requiring strict data ordering for shared files could implement custom user-level
synchronization at application-level.

4.3

Simplifying Crash Consistency

DevFS avoids logging to persistent storage by using device capacitors that can hold power until the device controller can safely flush data and metadata to storage. Traditional kernel-level file systems use either journaling or
a copy-on-write techniques, such as log-structured updates, to provide crash consistency; the benefits and implications of these designs are well documented [5, 40].
Journaling commits data and metadata updates to a persistent log before committing to the original data and
metadata location; as a result, journaling suffers from the
“double write” problem [40, 56]. The log-structured design avoids double writes by treating an entire file system
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/* Decomposed structure*/
struct devfs_inode_info {

/*DevFS specific fields*/
/*always kept in device*/
inode_list /*parent directory list*/
struct *inode_device;
page_tree; /*radix tree of all pages*/
journals /*per file journals */
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struct *inode_host;
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Figure 3: DevFS reverse caching design. DevFS keeps
only active and essential file system structures in device memory, and reverse caches others to host memory.

as a log, appending data and metadata blocks; however,
a log-structured design suffers from high garbage collection costs [40]. DevFS uses device-level capacitance to
avoid both the double-write and garbage-collection problems.
Modern enterprise SSDs provide power-lossprotection capacitors inside device hardware that can
hold power until controllers can safely flush contents of
device-level DRAM [22, 44]. In existing systems, the
device DRAM primarily contains the FTL’s logical-tophysical block translation table, block error correction
(ECC) flags, and in-flight data yet to be flushed to
storage. Since DevFS runs inside the device, it uses
device-level DRAM for all file system data structures.
Although the goal of hardware capacitance is to safely
flush device in-memory contents to storage, flushing
larger amounts of memory would require a more expensive capacitor; in addition, not all DevFS state needs to
be made persistent. To minimize the memory state that
must be flushed, DevFS leverages its per-file in-memory
journals, as shown in Figure 2. As described previously,
after an I/O command is added to a device queue, DevFS
writes the command’s metadata to a per-file in-memory
journal. If a power failure or crash occurs, the device
capacitors can hold power for controllers to safely commit in-memory I/O queues and journals to storage, thus
avoiding journal writes to storage.

4.4

Minimizing Memory Footprint

We next discuss how DevFS manages device memory followed by three memory reduction techniques.
The techniques include on-demand allocation, reverse
caching, and a method to decompose inode structures.
DevFS uses its own memory allocator. Unlike
the complex-but-generic Linux slab allocator [15], the
DevFS allocator is simple and customized to manage
only DevFS data structures. In addition to device memory, DevFS reserves and manages a DMA-able region in
the host for reverse caching.
In DevFS, there are four types of data structures that
dominate memory usage: in-memory inodes, dentries,
file pointers, and the DevFS-specific per-file filemap
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Figure 4: Decomposing large structures. Large static
in-memory inode is decomposed to a dynamically allocatable
device and host structure. The host structure is reverse cached.

structure. Examining the data structures in detail, we see
that each inode, dentry, file pointer, and filemap consume
840 bytes, 192 bytes, 256 bytes, and 156 bytes respectively. Since inodes are responsible for the most memory usage, we examine them further. We find that 593
bytes (70.5%) of the inode structure are used by generic
fields that are frequently updated during file operations;
referred to as the VFS inode in other file systems, this
includes the inode number, a pointer to its data blocks,
permissions, access times, locks, and a reference to the
corresponding dentry. The remaining 247 bytes (29.5%)
of the inode are used by DevFS-specific fields, which include a reference to in-memory and on-disk journals, the
dentry, the per-file structure, other list pointers, and perfile I/O queues. To reduce the device memory usage, we
propose the following techniques.
On-demand memory allocation. In a naive DevFS
design, the in-memory structures associated with a file,
such as the I/O queue, in-memory journal, and filemap,
are each allocated when a file is opened or created and
not released until a file is deleted; however, these structures are not used until an I/O is performed. For workloads that access a large number of files, device memory
consumption can be significant. To reduce memory consumption, DevFS uses on-demand allocation that delays
allocation of in-memory structures until a read or write
request is initiated; these structures are also aggressively
released from device memory when a file is closed. Additionally, DevFS dynamically allocates the per-file I/O
queue and memory journal and adjusts their sizes based
on the availability of free memory.
Reverse caching metadata structures. In traditional
OS-level file systems, the memory used by in-memory
metadata structures such as inodes and dentries is a small
fraction of the overall system memory; therefore, these
structures are cached in memory even after the corresponding file is closed in order to avoid reloading the
metadata from disk when the file is re-accessed. However, caching metadata in DevFS can significantly increase memory consumption. To reduce device memory
usage, DevFS moves certain metadata structures such as
in-memory inodes and dentries to host memory after a
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file is closed. We call this reverse caching because metadata is moved off the device to the host memory.
Figure 3 shows the reverse caching mechanism. A
DMA-able host-memory cache is created when DevFS is
initialized. The size of the host cache can be configured
when mounting DevFS depending on the availability of
free host memory; the cache is further partitioned into
inode and dentry regions. After moving an inode or dentry to host memory, all its corresponding references (e.g.,
the inode list of a directory) are updated to point to the
host-memory cache. When a file is re-opened, the cached
metadata is moved back to device memory. Directories
are reverse-cached only after all files in a directory are
also reverse-cached. Note that the host cache contains
only inodes and dentries of inactive (closed) files, since
deleted files are also released from the host cache. Furthermore, in case of an update to in-memory structures
that are reverse-cached, the structures are moved to device memory and cached structures in the host memory are deleted. As a result, reverse caching does not
introduce any consistency issues. Although using host
memory instead of persistent storage as a cache avoids
serializing and deserializing data structures, the overhead of data movement between device and host memory depends on interface bandwidth. The data movement
overhead could be further reduced by using incremental
(delta-based) copying techniques.
Decomposing file system structures.
One problem
with reverse caching for a complicated and large structure such as an inode is that some fields are accessed even
after a file is closed. For example, a file’s inode in the
directory list is traversed for search operations or other
updates to a directory. Moving these structures back and
forth from host memory can incur high overheads. To
avoid this movement, we decompose the inode structure
into a device-inode and host-inode structure as shown in
the Figure 4. The device-inode contains fields that are
accessed even after a file is closed, and therefore only
the host-inode structure is moved to host memory. Each
host inode is approximately 593 bytes of the overall 840
bytes. Therefore, this decomposition along with reverse
caching significantly reduces inode memory use.

4.5

State Sharing for Permission Check

DevFS provides security for control-plane and dataplane operations without trapping into the kernel by extending the OS to share application credentials.
In a kernel-level file system, before an I/O operation,
the file system uses the credentials of a process from the
OS-level process structure and compares them with permission information stored in an inode of a file or directory. However, DevFS is a separate runtime and cannot
access OS-level data structures directly. To overcome
this limitation, as shown in Figure 5, DevFS maintains
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Figure 5: DevFS permission check design. The OS is
responsible for updating DevFS credential table with process
credentials after a context-switch.

a credential table in device memory that can be accessed
and updated only by the OS, which updates the table with
credential information of a new process scheduled on a
host CPU. When an I/O request is sent from the host,
the request is tagged with an ID number of the initiating
CPU. We assume that CPU ID tagged with a request is
unforgeable by an untrusted process; DevFS can be easily extended to support other types of unforgeable IDs.
Before processing a request, DevFS performs a simple
table lookup to compare credentials of a process running
on the initiating CPU with the corresponding inode’s permissions. Invalid requests are returned with a permission
error in the request’s completion flag.
We note that one intricate scenario can occur when
a process is context-switched from its host CPU before
DevFS can process the request. We address this scenario
using the following steps: first, whenever a new process
is scheduled to use a host CPU, the OS scheduler updates the credential table in DevFS with credentials of
currently running process; second, a request is admitted
to the device I/O queue only after a permission check.
These steps allow DevFS to safely execute requests in
the I/O queue even after a process is context-switched.
Our future work will examine the overheads of OS downcalls to update the device-level credential table when processes are frequently context-switched across host CPUs.

4.6

Implementation and Emulation

We implement the DevFS prototype to understand the
benefits and implications of a file system inside a storage
device. Due to the current lack of programmable storage hardware, we implement DevFS as a driver in the
Linux 4 kernel and reserve DRAM at boot time to emulate DevFS storage. We now describe our implementation of the DevFS user-level library and device-level file
system.
User-level library and interface.
DevFS utilizes
command-based I/O, similar to modern storage hardware such as NVMe [54, 57]. The user library has three
primary responsibilities: to create a command buffer in
host memory, to convert the applications POSIX interface into DevFS commands and add them to the com-
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mand buffer, and to ring a doorbell for DevFS to process the request. When an application is initialized, the
user-level library creates a command buffer by making an
ioctl call to the OS, which allocates a DMA-able memory
buffer, registers the allocated buffer, and returns the virtual address of the buffer to the user-level library. Currently, DevFS does not support sharing command buffers
across processes, and the buffer size is restricted by the
Linux kernel allocation (kmalloc()) upper limit of 4 MB;
these restrictions can be addressed by memory-mapping
a larger region of shared memory in the kernel. The userlibrary adds I/O commands to the buffer and rings a doorbell (emulated with an ioctl) with the address of the command buffer from which DevFS can read I/O requests,
perform permission checks, and add them to a devicelevel I/O queue for processing. For simplicity, our current library implementation only supports synchronous
I/O operations: each command has an I/O completion
flag that will be set by DevFS, and the user-library must
wait until an I/O request completes. The user-library is
implemented in about 2K lines of code.
DevFS file system.
Because DevFS is a hardwarecentric solution, DevFS uses straightforward data structures and techniques that do not substantially increase
memory or CPU usage. We extend PMFS with DevFS
components and structures described earlier. Regarding DevFS block management, each block in DevFS is
a memory page; pages for both metadata and data are allocated from memory reserved for DevFS storage. The
per-file memory journal and I/O queue size are set to
a default of 4 KB but are each configurable during file
system mount. The maximum number of concurrently
opened files or directories is limited by the number of
I/O queues and journals that can be created in DevFS
memory. Finally, DevFS does not yet support memorymapped I/O. DevFS is implemented in about 9K lines of
code.

4.7

Discussion

Moving the file system inside a hardware device avoids
OS interaction and allows applications to attain higher
performance. However, a device-level file system also
introduces CPU limitations and adds complexity in deploying new file system features.
CPU limitations.
The scalability and performance
of DevFS is dependant on the device-level CPU core
count and their frequency. These device CPU limitations can impact (a) applications (or a system with many
applications) that use several threads for frequent and
non-dependant I/O operations, (b) multi-threaded applications that are I/O read-intensive or metadata lookupintensive, and finally, (c) CPU-intensive file system features such as deduplication or compression. One possible approach to address the CPU limitation is to iden-
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tify file-system operations and components that are CPUintensive and move them to the user-level library in a
manner that does not impact integrity, crash consistency,
and security. However, realizing this approach would
require extending DevFS to support a broader set of
commands from the library in addition to applicationlevel POSIX commands. Furthermore, we believe that
DevFS’s direct-access benefits could motivate hardware
designers to increase CPU core count inside the storage
device [19], thus alleviating the problem.
Feature support.
Moving the file system into storage complicates the addition of new file system features,
such as snapshots, incremental backup, deduplication, or
fixing bugs; additionally, limited CPU and memory resources also add to the complexity. One approach to
solving this problem is by implementing features that
can be run in the background in software (OS or library),
exposing the storage device as a raw block device, and
using host CPU and memory. Another alternative is
to support “reverse computation” by offloading file system state and computation to the host. Our future work
will explore the feasibility of these approaches by extending DevFS to support snapshots, deduplication, and
software RAID. Regarding bug fixes, changes to DevFS
would require a firmware upgrade, which is supported by
most hardware vendors today [45]. Additionally, with increasing focus on programmability of I/O hardware (e.g.,
NICs [8,29]) as dictated by new standards (e.g., NVMe),
support for embedding software into storage should become less challenging.

5

Evaluation

Our evaluation of DevFS aims to answer the following
important questions.
• What is the performance benefit of providing applications with direct-access to a hardware-level file
system?
• Does DevFS enable different processes to simultaneously access both the same file system and the
same files?
• What is the performance benefit of leveraging device capacitance to reduce the double write overhead of a traditional journal?
• How effective are DevFS’s memory reduction
mechanisms and how much do they impact performance?
• What is the impact of running DevFS on a slower
CPU inside the device compared to the host?
We begin by describing our evaluation methodology and
then we evaluate DevFS on micro-benchmarks and realworld applications.
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Figure 7: Concurrent access throughput. (a) shows

results for Filebench random write and read micro-benchmark.
X-axis varies the write size, and the file size is kept constant to
32 GB. Results show single thread performance. For DevFS,
the per-file I/O queue and in-memory journal is set to 4 KB.

throughput without data sharing. (b) shows throughput with
data sharing. The x-axis shows the number of concurrent instances. Each instance opens ten files, appends 256 MB to each
file using 4 KB writes, and then closes the files. DevFS uses up
to 4 device CPUs.

5.1

Methodology

For our experiments, we use a 40-core Intel Xeon 2.67
GHz dual socket system with 128 GB memory. DevFS
reserves 60 GB of memory to emulate storage with maximum bandwidth and minimum latency. DevFS is run on
4 of the cores to emulate a storage device with 4 CPU
controllers and with 2 GB of device memory, matching
state-of-the-art NVMe SSDs [41, 42].

5.2

Performance

Single process performance. We begin by evaluating
the benefits of direct storage access for a very simple
workload of a single process accessing a single file with
the Filebench workload generator [48]. We study three
versions of DevFS: a naive version of DevFS with traditional journaling, DevFS with hardware capacitance
support (+cap), and DevFS with capacitance support and
without kernel traps (+cap +direct). We emulate DevFS
without kernel traps by replicating the benchmark inside
a kernel module. For comparison, we use NOVA [56], a
state-of-the-art kernel-level file system for storage class
memory technologies. Although NOVA does not provide
direct access, it does use memory directly for storage and
uses a log-structured design.
Figure 6.a shows the throughput of random writes
as a function of I/O size. As expected, NOVA performs better than naive DevFS with traditional journaling. Because NOVA uses a log-structured design and
writes data and metadata to storage only once, it outperforms DevFS-naive with traditional journaling since
DevFS-naive writes to an in-memory journal, a per-file
storage log, and the final checkpointed region. For larger
I/O sizes (16 KB), the data write starts dominating the
cost, thus reducing the impact of journaling on the performance.
However,
DevFS with capacitance support,
DevFS+cap, exploits the power-loss-protection capability and only writes metadata to the in-memory
journal; both the metadata and the data can be directly
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committed to storage in-place without a storage log. For
1-KB writes, DevFS+cap achieves up to 27% higher
throughput than the naive DevFS approach and 12%
higher than NOVA. DevFS+cap outperforms NOVA because NOVA must issue additional instructions to flush
its buffers, ordering writes to memory with a barrier
after each write operation. Finally, by avoiding kernel
traps, DevFS+cap+direct provides true direct-access to
storage and improves performance by more than 2x and
1.8x for 1-KB and 4-KB writes respectively.
Figure 6.b shows random read throughput. NOVA provides higher throughput than both the DevFS-naive and
DevFS+cap approaches because our prototype manages
all 4 KB blocks of a file in a B-tree and traverses the tree
for every read operation; in contrast, NOVA simply maps
a file’s contents and converts block offsets to physical addresses with bit-shift operations, which is much faster.
Even with our current implementation, DevFS+direct
outperforms all other approaches since it avoids expensive kernel traps. We believe that incorporating NOVA’s
block mapping technique into DevFS would further improve read performance.
Concurrent access performance. One of the advantages of DevFS over existing hybrid user-level file systems is that DevFS enables multiple competing processes
to share the same file system and the same open files. To
demonstrate this functionality, we begin with a workload
in which processes share the same file system, but not the
same files: each process opens ten files, appends 256 MB
to each file using 4-KB writes, and then closes the files.
In Figure 7.a, the number of processes is varied along the
x-axis, where each process writes to a separate directory.
For a single process, DevFS+direct provides up to a
39% improvement over both NOVA and DevFS+cap by
avoiding kernel traps. Since each file is allocated its own
I/O queues and in-memory journal, the performance of
DevFS scales well up to 4 instances; since we are emulating 4 storage CPUs, beyond four instances, the device
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5.3

Impact of Reverse Caching

A key goal of DevFS is to reduce memory usage of the
file system. We first evaluate the effectiveness of DevFS
memory optimizations to reduce memory usage and then
investigate the impact on performance.
5.3.1 Memory Reduction
To understand the effectiveness of DevFS memoryreduction techniques, we begin with DevFS+cap
and analyze three memory reduction techniques:
DevFS+cap+demand allocates each in-memory
filemap on-demand and releases them after a file is
closed; DevFS+cap+demand+dentry reverse caches
the corresponding dentry after a file is closed;
DevFS+cap+demand+dentry+inode also decomposes a
file’s inode into inode-device and inode-host structures
and reverse caches the inode-host structure. Because
we focus on memory reduction, we do not consider
DevFS+direct in this experiment.
Figure 8 shows the amount of memory consumed for
the four versions of DevFS on Filebench’s file-create
workload that opens a file, writes 16 KB, and then closes
the file for 1 million files. In the baseline (DevFS+cap),
three data structures dominate memory usage: the DevFS
inode (840 bytes), the dentry (192 bytes), and the filemap
(156 bytes). While file pointers, per-file I/O queues, and
in-memory journals are released after a file is closed, the
three other structures are not freed until the file is deleted.
The first memory optimization, DevFS+cap+demand,
dynamically allocates the filemap when a read or write
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CPUs are shared across multiple instances and performance does not scale well. In contrast, NOVA is able to
use all 40 host CPUs and scales better.
To demonstrate that multiple processes can simultaneously access the same files, we modify the above workload so that each instance accesses the same ten files;
the results are shown in Figure 7.b. As desired for file
system integrity, when multiple instances share and concurrently update the same file, DevFS serializes metadata updates and updates to the per-file I/O queue and
in-memory journal. Again, scaling of DevFS is severely
limited beyond 4 instances given the contention for the
4 device CPUs. In other experiments, not shown due to
space limitations, we observe that increasing the number
of device CPUs directly benefits DevFS scalability.
Summary. By providing direct-access to storage without trapping into the kernel, DevFS can improve write
throughput by 1.5x to 2.3x and read throughput by 1.2x
to 1.3x. DevFS also benefits from exploiting device capacitance to reduce journaling cost. Finally, unlike hybrid user-level file systems, DevFS supports concurrent
file-system access and data sharing across processes;
lower I/O throughput beyond four concurrent instances
is mainly due to a limited number of device-level CPUs.
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Figure 9: Throughput impact of memory reduction.
Reopen-files benchmark reopens closed files; as a result, structures cached in host memory are moved back to device.

is performed and releases the filemap after closing the
file; this reduces memory consumption by 156 MB
(13.4%).
Reverse caching of dentries, shown by
DevFS+cap+demand+dentry, reduces device memory
usage by 193 MB (16.6%) by moving them to the host
memory; the small dentry memory usage visible in the
graph represents directory dentries which are not moved
to the host memory in order to provide fast directory
lookup. Finally, decomposing the large inode structure
into two smaller structures, inode-device (262 bytes) and
inode-host (578 bytes), and reverse caching the inodehost structure reduces memory usage significantly. The
three mechanisms cumulatively reduce device memory
usage by up to 78% (5x) compared to the baseline. In
our current implementation, we consider only these three
data structures, but reverse caching could easily be extended to other file system data structures.
5.3.2 Performance Impact
The memory reduction techniques used by DevFS
do have an impact on performance.
To evaluate
their impact on throughput, in addition to the filecreate benchmark used above, we also evaluate a
file-reopen workload that re-opens each of the files
in the file-create benchmark immediately after it is
closed. We also show the throughput for direct-access
(DevFS+cap+demand+dentry+inode+direct) that avoids
expensive kernel traps.
For both benchmarks, DevFS with no memory opti-
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mizations and DevFS with on-demand allocation have
similar throughput because the only difference is exactly when the filemap is allocated. However, the reverse caching techniques do impact throughput. For
the file-create benchmark, reverse caching only the
dentry (DevFS+cap+demand+dentry) reduces throughput by 5%, while also reverse caching the inode
(DevFS+cap+demand+dentry+inode) by 13%. Performance degradation occurs because reverse caching involves significant work: allocating memory in the host
DRAM, copying structures to host memory, updating the
parent list with the new memory address, and later releasing the device memory. The performance of reverse
caching inodes is worse than that of dentries, due to their
relative sizes (578 bytes vs 196 bytes). While the directaccess approach has similar overheads, by avoiding kernel traps for file open, write, and close, and it provides
higher performance compared to all other approaches.
With the file-reopen benchmark, reverse caching
moves the corresponding inodes and dentries back to device memory, causing a throughput drop of 26%. Our
results for the file-reopen benchmark can be considered worst-case behavior since most real-world applications spend more time performing I/O before closing a
file. Our current mechanism performs aggressive reverse
caching, but could easily be extended to slightly delay
reverse caching based on the availability of free memory
in the device.
Summary. DevFS memory-reduction techniques can
reduce device DRAM usage by up to 5x. Although
worst-case benchmarks do suffer some performance impact with these techniques, we believe memory reduction
is essential for device-level file systems and that DevFS
will obtain both memory reduction and high performance
for realistic workloads.

5.4

Snappy File Compression

To understand the performance impact on a real-world
application, we use Snappy [11] compression. Snappy is
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widely used as a data compression engine for several applications including MapReduce, RocksDB, MongoDB,
and Google Chrome. Snappy reads a file, performs compression, and writes the output to a file; for durability,
we add an fsync() after writing the output. Snappy optimizes throughput and is both CPU- and I/O-intensive;
for small files, the I/O time dominates the computation
time. Snappy can be used at both user-level and kernellevel [23] which helps us to understand the impact of direct access. For the workload, we use four application
threads, 16 GB of image files from OpenImage repository [24], and vary the size of files from 1 KB to 256 KB.
Comparing the performance of NOVA, DevFS-naive,
DevFS+cap, and DevFS+direct, we see the same trends
for the Snappy workload as we did for the previous
micro-benchmarks. As shown in Figure 10.a, NOVA
performs better than DevFS-naive due to DevFS-naive’s
journaling cost, while DevFS+cap removes this overhead. Because DevFS+direct avoids trapping into the
kernel when reading and writing across all application
threads, it provides up to 22% higher throughput than
DevFS-cap for 4-KB files; as the file size increases, the
benefit of DevFS+direct is reduced since compression
costs dominate runtime.
Device CPU Impact. One of the challenges of DevFS
is that it is restricted to the CPUs on the storage device,
and these device CPUs may be slower than those on the
host. To quantify this performance impact, we run the
Snappy workload as we vary the speed of the “device”
CPUs, keeping the “host” CPUs at their original speed
of 2.6 GHz [27]; the threads performing compression always run on the fast “host” CPUs. Figure 10.b shows
the performance impact for 4-KB file compression for
two versions of DevFS; we choose 4-KB files since it
stresses DevFS performance more than with larger files
(which instead stress CPU performance). As expected,
DevFS-direct consistently performs better than DevFScap. More importantly, we do see that reducing device CPU frequency does have a significant impact on
performance (e.g., reducing device CPU frequency from
2.6 GHz to 1.4 GHz reduces throughput by 66%). However, comparing across graphs, we see that even with a
1.8 GHz device CPU, the performance of DevFS-direct
is similar to that of NOVA running on all high-speed host
CPUs. For workloads that are more CPU intensive, the
impact of slower device CPUs on DevFS performance is
smaller (not shown due to space constraints).
Summary. DevFS-direct provides considerable performance improvement even for applications that are both
CPU and I/O-intensive. We observe that although slower
device CPUs do impact performance of DevFS, DevFS
can still outperform other approaches.
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6

Related Work

Significant prior work has focused on providing directaccess to storage, moving computation to storage, or programmability of SSDs.
Direct-access storage. Several hybrid user-level file
system implementations, such as Intel’s SPDK [18],
Light NVM [6], and Micron’s User Space NVME [33]
provide direct-access to storage by exposing them as a
raw block device and exporting a userspace device driver
for block access. Light NVM goes one step further to enable I/O-intensive applications to implement their own
FTL. However, these approaches do not support traditional file-system abstractions and instead expose storage
as a raw block device; they do not support fundamental
properties of a file system such as integrity, concurrency,
crash consistency, or security.
Computation inside storage. Providing compute capability inside storage for performing batch tasks have
been explored for past four decades. Systems such as
CASSM [46] and RARES [31] have proposed adding
several processors to a disk for performing computation inside storage. ActiveStorage [2, 39] uses one CPU
inside a hard disk for performing database scans and
search operations, whereas Smart-SSD [12] is designed
for query processing inside SSDs. Architectures such as
BlueDBM [19] have shown the benefits of scaling compute and DRAM inside flash memory for running “big
data” applications. DevFS also uses device-level RAM
and compute capability; however, DevFS uses these resources for running a high-performance file system that
applications can use.
Programmability. Willow [43] develops a system to
improve SSD programmability. Willow’s I/O component
is offloaded to an SSD to bypass the OS and perform direct read and write operations. However, without a centralized file system, Willow also has the same general
structural advantages and disadvantages of hybrid userlevel file systems.

7

formance reduction). Performance evaluation of our
DevFS prototype shows more than 2x improvement in
I/O throughput with direct-access to storage. We believe
our DevFS prototype is a first step towards building a
true direct-access file system. Several engineering challenges, such as realizing DevFS in real hardware, supporting RAID, and integrating DevFS with the FTL, remain as future work.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we address the limitations of prior hybrid
user-level file systems by presenting DevFS, an approach
that pushes file system functionality down into device
hardware. DevFS is a trusted file system inside the device that preserves metadata integrity and concurrency
by exploiting hardware-level parallelism, leverages hardware power-loss control to provide low-overhead crash
consistency, and coordinates with the OS to satisfy security guarantees. We address the hardware limitations
of low device RAM capacity by proposing three memory reduction techniques (on-demand allocation, reverse
caching, and decomposing data structures) to reduce file
system memory usage by 5x(at the cost of a small per-
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